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PART OF OUR MERCHANTSUITE
COLLECTION OF SOLUTIONS

Credit card data securely converted, stored and used
for automatic debits and single-click payments.

Removes credit card
details entirely from
your environment

Improves cashflow with
automatic debits, one-click
payments and digital wallets

Relieves customers from
having to provide card
details repeatedly

Simplifying your security requirements

Various options for tokenisation

Capturing, transmitting and storing actual card
details, puts your business at risk and within scope
of the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI DSS) compliance requirements. Linkly help you
by securely capturing customer card details and
‘tokenising’ them (converting them into tokens) within
our PCI DSS Level 1 compliant environment. The
tokens produced are encrypted and can only be used
inside Linkly online services, making them useless to
cyber thieves.

If you already have card data on hand, you can
tokenise them manually or by batch upload. You
can then remove the existing card data from your
business environment.

Token management
You can give tokens up to three reference details
and store the customer’s information, such as name,
address, phone, email and date of birth. This makes for
quick and easy searching and editing, when needed.

Automatic debits
Once a card number has been tokenised, you
can store and use the token to charge customers
automatically for recurring payments; such as
subscriptions, service bills and membership fees.
You can also do auto top-ups for transportation
cards upon reaching minimum balance.

You can also send customers a Payment Request
with a tokenising function via SMS or email.
Contact Centres using our Secure Call Interface
solution can also tokenise card numbers while
payments are being made securely, over the phone.
Customers can tokenise their cards by entering
them on a secure registration page or digital form.
They can also click ‘Remember this Card’ when
making a payment on a hosted payment page.

Single-click payments
Our API allows you to build tokenisation seamlessly
into your website. Customer card details can be
tokenised automatically when a payment is made
or a new card is registered. Multiple cards can
be tokenised and organised in a digital wallet so
customers simply need to click on a card to make
a payment. The corresponding token will then be
used to process the transaction.

Start using
Tokens in
3 simple steps:

1.
2.
3.
Find out more

Go to our Sign Up page linkly.com.au/signup and
choose between ‘30 Day Free Trial’ or ‘Purchase a
Package’.
Select either the Gold or Platinum packages, which both
include Tokens.
Once you’ve signed up, log in to linkly.com.au/login with
your registered email address and password, go to MySuite
and select Tokens to start creating and managing your
Tokens. Tokenisation will also be enabled for customers
when they submit their credit card details.
To ind out more about this product have a look at the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12NRvBcVaVM

Expert support is on
hand through our Client
Help Desk

Of course, we are always here to help.
From sign-up through to resolving
technical issues, you can rely on our
expertise every step of the way.

Want To Know More?
We’d be happy to help with more information or advice
about your solution implementation. Simply email:
sales@Linkly.com.au
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